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The North Dakota Commissioner of Veterans Affairs would like to thank the men and women who serve in the uniforms of law enforcement. Throughout the year and especially during memorial-day and veterans-day the men and women who serve in the uniforms of our nation’s military are stopped and thanked by members of their community. They are thanked for their service to our country, the sacrifices they make, their commitment to fighting for and preserving our freedom as well as the freedoms of countries around the world. We recognize that without the service of the brave members of our military we would not have the laws of freedom that we enjoy every day. But we must also recognize that if it were not for the members of our law enforcement agencies putting on their uniforms every day to enforce those laws, preserve our freedoms and protect our families the service, sacrifices and commitment of our military would be futile. On behalf of myself and the veterans of North Dakota I would like to sincerely thank the members of North Dakota’s Law Enforcement Communities for their service, sacrifice and commitment to protecting the freedoms we have fought for and our lives here at home.
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